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D007930_08 CodeShield Data Sheet

Basic Cleaning of CodeSheild® Plastics

Do not leave streaks or traces of cloth on the device scan
window to maintain a clear viewing angle and function

Wipe down device cables, charging bays and batteries,
making sure to dry cavities before using next

Follow recommended amount & dilution of cleaner as
noted by the product packaging

Use the correct cleaner to wipe all surfaces with a new
or clean cloth/wipe

Verify the Model of device you are cleaning and select the
correct disinfectant level cleaner for the device

Dispose of cloths or wipes used in the disfection process
as directed to prevent any transmission of pathogens  
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Basic Cleaning of Code’s Products

Do not leave streaks or traces of cloth on the device scan
window to maintain a clear viewing angle and function

Wipe down device cables, charging bays and batteries,
making sure to dry all surfaces before using the device

Follow recommended amount & dilution of cleaner as
noted by the product packaging

Use the correct cleaner to wipe all surfaces with a new
or clean cloth/wipe

Verify the Model of device you are cleaning and select the
correct disinfectant level cleaner for the device
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